Abstract
the simulation time required to escape from deep free energy minima. 55 The frequency of 76 reaction events can be greatly accelerated by applying bias potentials that push the sys- contains individual reaction events involving a small subset of atoms and taking place in a 131 small time interval; thus, the first task is to identify and extract these reaction events from 132 the simulation to characterize them in greater detail.
133
We represent molecules using a connectivity graph data structure where nodes represent Since we are interested in analyzing trajectories with a large number of reaction events,
143
it is useful to define the following binary time series for each molecular graph m within the where the m ∈ G notation signifies that m is isomorphic to one of the connected component the output probability O ≡ P (E t |X t ) describing how often a given value of X t produces a 162 particular observation of E t . The HMM is thus parameterized by the transition probability,
163
the output probability, and the initial probability P (X 0 ). The end goal is to calculate the 164 most likely sequence of states {V 0 , V 1 , ..., V t } through the Markov chain, which contains a 165 reduced amount of noise due to the parameterization of the HMM.
166
We set the initial probabilities to a uniform distribution (i.e. P (X 0 = 0) = P (X 0 = 1) = the nanoreactor simulation. We similarly parameterized the output probability as:
which signifies that E t has a 0.6 probability of being equal to X t at any given time. Choosing
174
larger values in the off-diagonal of O allows the Markov process to deviate more often from 175 the observed signal and behave according to its intrinsic transition probability. The HMM
176
provides the joint probability distribution over the observed and hidden variables as:
where E 1:t ≡ {E 1 , ..., E t } represents the inclusive sequence of observed values of E from the initial value to any time t. We apply the Viterbi algorithm to compute the most likely 179 sequence of states over the Markov chain, namely:
where T is the length of the whole MD trajectory. As shown in Figure 1 , V in the reaction is then expanded to a n containing all atoms in {n}, and the reactant molecules
191
are found by tracing the atoms a n backward in time to t before , prior to the detected reaction
192
event. This process is iterated back and forth until complete and consistent sets of reactant
193
and product molecules are found.
194
The resulting reaction event q t contains the coordinates for the reactant and product
195
atoms over the time interval of the reaction (t before , t after ). q t is extracted from Q t for the 
203
Since q t contains far fewer atoms and frames than the whole trajectory Q t , we may carry 204 out the refinement calculations at a higher level of electronic structure theory than was 205 used to run the MD simulation. In this paper, the MD simulations were carried out using The connecting segments are smoothed in internal coordinates to decrease their total arc length and curvature. Bottom right: Reaction path-finding methods such as nudged elastic band and the string method may be applied to find the transition state, followed by a transition state optimization and intrinsic reaction coordinate calculation to obtain the final MEP.
The next step after identifying and extracting the reaction event is to search for energy-
212
minimized structures which will serve as initial guesses to the endpoints of the minimum the MD and refinement calculations, the removal of noncovalent interactions when extracting as is often the case for homolytic bond dissociation to two radicals. In this work, we will 227 focus on reaction events that have at least two energy basins.
228
Because two intervals are likely to be separated by a barrier crossing, we select the The initial pathway is kinked at the concatenation points and contains high-frequency mo-
237
tions from the MD simulation that render it unsuitable for direct initiation of a minimum 238 energy path search. In this section, we describe a method for smoothing the coordinates 239 12 in redundant internal coordinates that preserves the energy-minimized endpoints and essen-240 tial features of the connecting pathway while removing kinks and high-frequency motions.
241
The goal is to transform the initial pathway into a smoothed pathway that serves as a good 242 initial guess for reaction path-finding methods. In principle, the Cartesian coordinates can (e.g. interatomic distances, angles, and dihedrals) for the smoothing procedure.
248
We employed a redundant internal coordinate system in the smoothing procedure, be-
249
cause nonredundant internal coordinate systems are well-known to exhibit singularities in 250 the Jacobian -especially when large changes in the Cartesian coordinates are involved.
251
Our choice of redundant internal coordinates is the union of: (1) corresponds to the smoothed internal coordinates in a least-squares sense.
258
Our smoothing procedure follows these steps:
Prior to smoothing, the structures along the initial pathway are linearly spaced along 260 the total arc length measured using the RMS displacement between adjacent frames.
261
The following procedure is applied to each frame in sequence: We found that introducing a repulsive pseudo-energy term in the objective function was 272 helpful for preventing close contacts between pairs of atoms during the minimization. With 273 the repulsive term, the total function to be minimized takes the following form:
where
Here, r ij (x)/θ ijk (x)/φ ijkl (x) are interatomic distances/angles/dihedrals (respectively) cal- The weights w r = 1.0Å introducing a restraint term into the minimization:
where χ 2 is the objective function with the restraint, and w is the weight associated with the restraint that biases the solution towards the previous frame. The minimizations are carried out sequentially so thatx i−1 is known when starting the search forx i . Starting with a restraint term of zero, a discontinuity is detected using the following condition:
, and the search forx i is restarted with a small weight factor w = 0.02. The weight w is 289 increased by successive factors of 1.5 until the discontinuity is suppressed.
290
Introducing the restraint term can lead to problematic behavior in a very small number of 291 cases where the ending structure on the smoothed pathway is different from that of the initial 292 pathway. When this happens, we recalculate a sequence of inverse Cartesian coordinates 293 starting from the ending structure and going in reverse. The search is finished when a 294 structure from the reversed pathway coincides with a structure on the forward pathway. We 295 found that this method was robust in smoothing a diverse set of initial pathways where linear 296 interpolation gives unphysical interatomic distances of less than 0.5Å.
297
The smoothed pathway consists of a set of Cartesian coordinates {x 1 ,x i , ...,x n } which we 298 use to initialize the minimum energy path search described in the next section. rection, we will treat glycolaldehyde as the product in the subsequent analysis because the 371 discussion is more chemically intuitive. Thus, the (reversed) reaction event is given by:
The reaction event is 340 frames (170 fs) in length, with 17 atoms and an overall formula degree of difficulty in finding the reaction pathway using the endpoints alone.
391
We next applied the path-based approach; internal-coordinate smoothing led to the path- 
399
The smoothed pathway was used to initiate a string method calculation, which provides Second, the transition state energy of the final pathway is much lower at just 30 kcal/mol, 415 compared to 92 kcal/mol for the smoothed pathway. We observed that the structures in the 416 smoothed pathway contained H atoms that were distant from both the donor and acceptor 417 site (i.e. r DH and r HA were both large), whereas in the final pathway the donor and acceptor 418 approached each other prior to H-transfer such that r DH and r HA are never both large. to indicate the pathway that is followed. E RM denotes the plateau energy of the roaming pathway in which H dissociates before attaching to N. The first and second pathway differ by which hydrogen migrates; in the top pathway the initial and final H positions are in a cis configuration, and has a lower barrier than the trans configuration. In the bottom two pathways, a proton is exchanged with H 2 O and HNC.
above the reactants, and the energy along the pathway resembles a broad plateau rather 441 than a well-defined transition state. The roaming pathway is perhaps better treated as two 442 separate barrier-less reactions involving dissociation and association of H, and we relegate 443 further discussions of such reactions to a future paper.
444
Many reaction pathways are affected by the presence of water, ammonia or other proton-445 labile molecules that may participate as a bridge in proton / hydrogen atom transfer. In these 446 cases, the pathway involving the participating proton bridge always has a lower barrier in our In most of the cases we examined, multiple pathways connecting the same two endpoints 455 differ by a proton or H-atom bridge. Examples involving differences in heavy atom behavior 456 are less common; here we provide such an example of how heavy atoms may behave differently 457 along a reaction pathway. The nucleophilic addition of carbonic acid to formaldimine leads 458 to aminomethyl hydrogen carbonate: 
470
In the preceding reactions with multiple distinct pathways, the products at the end of the from the Urey-Miller nanoreactor simulation, using the path-based approach and the endpoint-only approach. The blue, orange and green boxes respectively count the systems where both approaches, or only one (path-based or endpoint-based) produced a final pathway containing a reaction. The final pathways are further divided into those that recover the same endpoints of the initial pathway, and those that lead to different endpoints. The gray and white squares count negative results where neither approach could find a final pathway containing a reaction, either because a transition state could not be found or because the final pathway contained no reactions. sometimes provides an initial guess that crosses more than one barrier, indicating that more There are a total of 1157 final pathways in the data set with different pairs of endpoints. Green (resp. orange) bars denote IRC pathways that were only found by the endpoint-based method and not the path-based method (resp. vice versa), and blue bars denote IRC pathways that were found by both methods.
29
In the past ten years, ab initio molecular dynamics and other kinds of reactive MD simu- 
